Science
Testing, CMT,
Embedded Tasks
Curriculum

Science
Testing (K-8)

Materials Plan for Materials: K-6, 7-8
•

2 kits per year K-4, specialized kits grade 5

Administrative (Time, Data,
Personnel)
Monitoring of Instruction

5th Grade Plan
Sep-Oct: Teachers instructed to do Part One of Measuring Time Kit
on Moon Phases. One kit sent per school, teachers to share
--------Oct 1: 3 Hour PD for all fifth grade teachers on UNH Sound Unit
Nov 26: Sound Unit Materials delivered, one to each of 65 classrooms.
Dec: Teachers instruct Sound Unit
--------Jan 7,8: 4 Half Day PD for ALL fifth teachers on Curr units, inquiry
and test prep
Jan: 2 GEMS kits on light delivered, one to each classroom: Color
Analyzers, More Than Magnifiers
Jan: Teachers instruct Light Units
------Feb: Teachers instruct Senses Unit, Do Catch It! Embedded Task
(ruler).
Late Feb: Full Court Press Science: Sample inquiry labs, test
questions
Curriculum and Assessment Includes Inquiry Skills Tasks, Practice
March: Grade 5 Science CMT

8th Grade Plan

Curriculum and Quarterly Assessments Include
Inquiry Skills Tasks, Practice
(Some Materials sent to Title I Schools in June 2007, more to
come now)
Sep-Oct: Bridges Unit with Significant Tasks, CMT-Like
First Quarter Assessment
Oct-Nov: Motion, Forces Unit: Slipping and Sliding
Embedded Task
Dec-Jan: Circular Motion, Moon, Earth, Seasons Unit
Second Quarter Assessments
Jan-Feb: Earth Science Unit: Glaciers, Erosion, Plate
Tectonics
Late Feb: Full Court Press Science: Sample inquiry labs, test
questions
March: Science 8th Grade CMT
NOTE: 7th and 8th Grade have FULL Schedules of curriculum units to be on test
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CMT Science AT-AGLANCE
First administration March 2008
Not currently part of AYP; on the horizon?
Cumulative knowledge & inquiry skills
Elementary science assessed at Gr. 5
Middle school science assessed at Gr. 8
No science CMT in Grades 3,4,6 or 7
Science CMT Format posted at
http://www.csde.state.ct.us/public/cedar/assessment/cmt/cmt_handbooks.htm

Science Testing (K-8)
CMT Science Grade 8 Mar 08
Covers 6-8 topics
✴Half on Skills, Embedded Tasks
✴Assessments part of curriculum
✴Quarterly Assessments 7-8 CMT like
✴Practice for Grade 8 in Feb
✴
✴

Science Testing (K-8)
CMT Science Grade 5 Mar 08
Covers K-5 topics
✴Half on Skills, Embedded Tasks
✴Assessments part of curriculum
✴Practice for Grade 5 in Feb
✴
✴

CMT Science Question
Types
Multiple choice and short written responses
Types of knowledge assessed:
basic factual knowledge
conceptual understanding
application of knowledge & skills
No hands-on task on the testing day
INQUIRY is partially assessed by questions related
to curriculum-embedded task contexts
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Elementary Science Knowledge &
Skills Tested
Elementary Science CMT administered at Gr. 5
57% Science Knowledge, 43% Inquiry:

B.1 to B.25 Framework Expected Performances (21 items)
BINQ 1 to BINQ 10 Framework Inquiry Performances
(18 items)

3 to 6 of these are related to curriculumembedded tasks

Middle School Science Knowledge &
Skills Tested
Middle School Science CMT administered at Gr. 8
59% Knowledge, 41% Inquiry:

C.1 to C.30 Framework Expected Performances (30 items)
CINQ 1 to CINQ 10 Framework Inquiry Performances
(18 items)

3 short written response items assess INQUIRY in
context of curriculum-embedded performance tasks
48 questions; 51 points; single 70-minute session

3 short written response items assess CONTENT
39 questions; 42 points; single 65-minute session

About Multiple Choice
Items
Brief stem, 4 not brief answer choices
Answers bubbled in booklet
Scientific literacy terms (see Framework and GLEs)
may be used in context
Vocabulary definitions are not tested
Readability – grade appropriate as determined by
teacher advisory committees

Testing Accommodations
Accommodations – per student’s IEP or 504
Plan
ELL students who must take any part of or all of
the CMT or CAPT
Bureau of Student Assessment accommodations
guidelines available at:
http://www.csde.state.ct.us/public/cedar/assessment/agl
/data_entry.htm
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Embedded Tasks and
Sample Questions

Learning Cycle
Engagement: stimulate students’ interest, curiosity and
preconceptions;
Exploration: first-hand experiences with concepts without direct
instruction;
Explanation: students’ explanations followed by introduction of
formal terms and clarifications;
Elaboration: applying knowledge to solve a problem. Students
frequently develop and complete their own well-designed investigations;
Evaluation: students and teachers reflect on change in conceptual
understanding and identify ideas still “under development”.

What’s an Embedded
Task?
2-3 part lab investigation, also involves inquiry,
“fair test” and writing
Grade 3: Soggy Paper
Grade 4 Go With the Flow (Circuits)
Grade 5 Catch It!
Grade 6 Dig In
Grade 7 Feel the Beat
Grade 8 Shipping and Sliding

Catch IT Task
MEASURE reaction time
catching a ruler!
Distance Ruler
Dropped
(in centimeters)

Reaction Time
(in seconds)

1

.05

2

.07

3

.08

4

.09

5

0.10

10

0.14

15

0.18

20

0.20

25

0.23

30

0.25
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Experiment
Do your experiment following the steps below:

ELABORATE
Investigation #2: What Affects Reaction Time?

1.DECIDE on a research question. RECORD it in your science notebook.

In Investigation #1, you may have noticed that people have

2. DESIGN a plan to conduct your investigation.
3.
CREATE a data table in your science notebook that will help you keep
your measurements organized. You will also want to record any unexpected
observations and questions.
4.
CONDUCT your experiment. Collect and record data for each trial in
your notebook.

different reaction times.

Through your research, you have

learned how the senses and the brain communicate to cause
reactions.

What human characteristics or environmental

5.

CALCULATE the average time it took for each subject to catch the

conditions do you think might affect how fast someone can react?

ruler. RECORD the average reaction times for each subject in your data table.

In Investigation #2, you will identify a reaction time question to

6.

DRAW a bar graph that compares the average reaction times of your
subjects for the factor you tested.

explore.

7. INTERPRET the data. What conclusions can you draw based on the graph?
Did the factor you investigated have an effect on the reaction times of your
subjects?

Present Your Findings:
Work with your partners to make a poster that summarizes your investigation. Use
the poster to make a presentation to your class to share the results of your
investigation. They will want to hear what you found out in Investigation #2. Some
of them may have done a similar investigation, and you will want to know if their
findings were similar to yours.
Your poster should include:

PRESENT

The question you were investigating;

A brief description of how you did your experiment;
A bar graph showing your findings; and
The conclusion that is supported by your data.
Be prepared to tell your class about any data you collected that might not be accurate
because of unexpected things that happened during your experiment

Example MC Question
Some students did an experiment to find out which type of paper holds the
most water. They followed these steps:
1.Fill a container with 25 milliliters of water.
2.Dip pieces of paper towel into the water until all the water is absorbed.
3.Count how many pieces of paper towel were used to absorb all the water.
4.Repeat with tissues and napkins.
If another group of students wanted to repeat this experiment, which
information would be most important for them to know?
a.The size of the water container
b.The size of the paper pieces *
c.When the experiment was done
d.How many students were in the group
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Example Constructed
Response
Imagine that you want to do a pulse rate experiment to enter in the school
science fair. You’ve decided to investigate whether listening to different
kinds of music affects people’s pulse rate.
Write a step-by-step procedure you could use to collect reliable data
related to your question. Include enough detail so that someone else could
conduct the same experiment and get similar results.

Example CMT Science
Rubric
Score Point 2
The response is correct, complete and appropriate. The student has demonstrated a strong
understanding of scientific concepts and inquiry skills. The response may contain minor
errors that will not necessarily lower the score.
Score Point 1
The response is partially correct and appropriate although minor inaccuracies or misconceptions
may occur. The student has demonstrated limited evidence of an understanding of
scientific concepts and inquiry skills.
Score Point 0
The response is an unsatisfactory answer to the question. The student has failed to address the
question or does so in a very limited way. The student shows no evidence for
understanding scientific concepts and inquiry skills. Serious misconceptions may exist.

Sample Multiple Choice Item
(elementary)

SAMPLE
QUESTIONS*
* Downloaded from NAEP Questions Tool website:

(Content – concept – Expected Performance B.3)

A green tree frog lives in a forest. How does the
frog's green color help it to survive?
A) By helping the frog find other frogs
B) By keeping the frog cool
C) By making the frog hard to see when sitting on
leaves
D) By allowing the frog to make its own food

www.nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/ITMRLS
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Sample Multiple Choice Item
(elementary)
(Inquiry – basic factual knowledge – Expected Performance
BINQ.4)

If you wanted to be able to look at the stars, the planets,
and the moon more closely, what should you use?
Telescope
Periscope
Microscope
Magnifying glass

Sample Multiple Choice Item (middle
school)
(Inquiry – Application – Expected Performance CINQ 3)
What would be the best way for Pat to find out which plant food,
“Quickgrow” or “Supergrow”, helps a certain type of houseplant grow the
most?
A) Put some Quickgrow on a plant in the living room, put some Supergrow
on a plant of the same type in the bedroom, and see which one grows the
most.
B) Find out how much each kind of plant food costs, because the more
expensive kind is probably better for growing plants.
C) Put some Quickgrow on a few plants, put the same amount of Supergrow
on a few other plants of the same type, put all the plants in the same place,
and see which group of plants grows the most.
D) Look at the advertisements for Quickgrow, look at the advertisements for
Supergrow, and see which one says it helps plants grow the most.

Sample Multiple Choice Item
(middle school)
(Content – application – Expected Performance C.23)
To keep a heavy box sliding across a carpeted floor at constant
speed, a continuous force must be applied to the box. This force
mainly overcomes which of the following forces?
A) Air resistance pressing against the box
B) The weight of the box
C) The frictional force exerted by the floor on the box
D) The gravitational force exerted by the Earth on the box

About ConstructedResponse Items
Responses scored as:
2 = complete
1 = partial
0 = inaccurate or off topic
Scored by testing contractor’s trained readers
Item-specific scoring rubrics
No penalty for incorrect spelling or mechanics
Range of acceptable answers
Responses should directly answer the question
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Sample Written Response
Item (elementary)
elementary)
(Content – concept – Expected Performance B.15)

Explain how you could use wires, a battery and a
bulb to see if an object conducts electricity.
_________________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________

Sample Written Response
Item (MS)*
(Inquiry)

Sample Student
Response
Put the object in between the two clips so they’re
touching, and if the bulb lights it is a conductor.
Scoring Guide

2 - Complete
Student response indicates that each item should be placed in the gap in the circuit/tester
and attached to both clips. The bulb lights up if the item does conduct electricity. If the
bulb does not light up, the item does not conduct electricity.
1 - Partial
Student response indicates that the item should be attached to each clip or says the light
bulb lights up if the item conducts electricity.
0 - Unsatisfactory/Incorrect
Student response places item on circuit in a place other than between the clips, or
description is too general, or student gives unrelated answer.

Student ResponsesComplete*

Suppose that for a science project you wanted to find
exactly how much the length of a shadow changes
during the day. Describe both the materials and the
procedures you would use to make these observations.

Scorer Comments:
Student response provides an equipment list and all parts of an appropriate procedure.
The stated time intervals imply both morning and afternoon observations.
*Adapted from NAEP Released Items

*Adapted from NAEP Released Items
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Student ResponsesComplete*

Scorer Comments:
Student response provides an equipment list and all parts of an appropriate procedure.
The stated times specified imply that observations are made throughout the course of
the day.
*Adapted from NAEP Released Items

Student ResponsesPartial*

Scorer Comments:
Student response provides a general procedure without specifying what object casts
the shadow or that the shadow needs to be measured. The response recognizes that the
observations need to be made throughout the day.
*Adapted from NAEP Released Items

Student ResponsesPartial*

Scorer Comments:
Student response provides only the measurement portion of the procedure correctly.
Response is not credited for number of observations because the procedure lists only
two observations.

*Adapted from NAEP Released Items

Student ResponsesIncorrect*

Scorer Comments:
Student response shows lack of understanding that the length of an object's shadow
needs to be measured and, instead, attempts to gauge how much the Sun moves.
*Adapted from NAEP Released Items
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Student ResponsesIncorrect*

Sample Written Response Item
(middle school)
(Inquiry – task related – C.INQ 4)

Describe a general plan for a procedure that could be
used to find out if there is a relationship between
people’s heights and their pulse rates. Be sure to tell
which variables should be kept the same.
_____________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________

Scorer Comments:
Student response shows lack of understanding that the length of an object's shadow
needs to be measured, and provides an incoherent procedure.
*Adapted from NAEP Released Items

Curriculum

Strengthening Your School’
School’s
Science Program

WHAT STUDENTS LEARN IS GREATLY INFLUENCED BY HOW THEY ARE TAUGHT
National Science Education Standards
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Administrator’s
Perspective:
Elements of a Science
Program
District curriculum aligned with Framework

From CSDE:

- Four 6-8 week learning units for each grade

Instructional materials that support teaching & learning
of content and inquiry
Unit-specific professional development in science
content and pedagogy
TIME for doing science
INTEGRATING reading, writing, speaking, measuring,
estimating & data analysis skills
Budget & system for ordering & maintaining supplies
Community support

Time?
-must be specifically scheduled in the
day.
NHPS reports in their SSPs 80 hours
per year for elementary students.
Minimum scheduled science time is
expected to be
>100 minutes per week for grades K-4,
(2 50 min periods better than 4 20 min
periods)
>135 minutes per week for grades 5-6,
and
> 200 minutes per week for grades 7-8.
- for every student

Time K-6
time focused on the skills and concept
standards
-includes application of literacy
short non fiction, writing of open ended
responses, and math application skills.
-centered around inquiry based
investigations. (STC Kits have great teacher
manuals!)
-Every classroom teacher K-6 should take
responsibility for planning and
implementing science instruction.

Time: 7-8th grade
certified 7/8 science teachers, every
student should have science as part of
their daily schedule.
Reminder that certified (7-12) science
teachers may teach ONE elective, such
as writing, reading, computers, but
have to teach science for the majority
majority
of their schedule the majority of the
time.
-7 Curriculum Units per grade
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CURRICULUM Framework

Overall Pacing Guide

Content Standards = CURRICULUM guidelines
Expected Performances = CMT guidelines
Teach more than is tested
3 major concepts per year + STS application
Conceptual connections within the grade
Learning progressions across grades (Matrix)
Balance knowing Science & Doing Science

Overall Pacing Guide

Overall Pacing Guide
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Overall Pacing Guide

Overall Pacing Guide

Overall Pacing Guide

Science Curriculum
Overview: Vision

Science is for All Students
✴ Science Literacy
✴ Active Learning
✴ Teachers Facilitators
✴
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Science Curriculum Overview
✴

INSTRUCTION

Instruction Philosophy





Learning CYCLE (5 E’
E’s)

✴

✴

Key Research Based Strategies

✴

Assessment Philosophy





Science Curriculum
Overview: Format
Pacing Guide per grade PLUS
✴ Unit Goals, Power Standards,
✴CT Performance Expectations

Instructional materials that balance process skills and concept
understanding
Commercial programs that support inquiry
Nonfiction reading enhances first-hand experiences: teaching
literacy skills using science as the “hook”
Mathematics – teaching, reinforcing, extending Framework
skills using science as the real world application.

Science Curriculum
Overview: Format
Outline of Learning Activities (downloadable)

✴

✴

Suggested, Essential, Required Activities

✴

Significant Tasks

✴

Essential Concepts/Skills,
CT Grade Level Expectations

✴

State Required Embedded Tasks

✴

✴

Reading for Information

✴

Misconceptions, Essential Vocabulary

✴

Resources (Reading and more), Links

✴
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Science Curriculum
Standards Guide

Grades 6-8 Core Scientific Inquiry, Literacy
and Numeracy
How is scientific knowledge created and
communicated?

Science Standards

Science Standards

C INQ.1 Identify questions that can be answered through scientific investigation.
C INQ.2 Read, interpret and examine the credibility of scientific claims in different sources
of information.
C INQ.3 Design and conduct appropriate types of scientific investigations to answer
different questions.
C INQ.4 Identify independent and dependent variables, and those variables that are kept
constant, when designing an experiment.
C INQ.5 Use appropriate tools and techniques to make observations and gather data.
C INQ.6 Use mathematical operations to analyze and interpret data.
C INQ.7 Identify and present relationships between variables in appropriate graphs.
C INQ.8 Draw conclusions and identify sources of error.
C INQ.9 Provide explanations to investigated problems or questions.
C INQ.10 Communicate about science in different formats, using relevant science
vocabulary, supporting evidence and clear logic.
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Materials (K-8)

Materials (K-8)
* Kit Rotation for K-4, 6 most 2 per
year, some have a winter kit (see
rotation)
✴Title I Schools received some 6-8 kits
in June, others in Jan
✴Materials/text recommendations sent
in May
✴Basic measuring tools should be in
classrooms
✴

Science Resource Center:
2-3 Kits per year,
✴rotation to come next week
✴Some units from school budget
✴Sharing kits necessary
✴
✴

Other Kits
•

•
•

•
•

Title I schools: received some kit materials for
grades 6, 7, 8. (NeoSci Kits
http://nhps.net/curriculum/science/scimaterials.htm
These Neo Sci Kits should be available to all
teachers by now. Not full units with lessons, but
good materials.
Same sets for non Title I Schools soon.
Grade 4-6 teachers who participated in the UNH
program all have class material kits for 4 units per
grade.

Extra Materials
•

Additional extra Materials. Mini Investigations, including assessments from
CASAP (CT Academy Assessment) and NAEP (National Assessment of
Education Progress), delivered to schools in November for use in units.

•

Grade 2 NAEP Markers, CASAP Mystery Dots,

•

Grade 3: NAEP Powders, NAEP Seeds

•

Grade 4: CASAP Ramp, CASAP Magnets/Mystery Circuits

•

Grade 5: CASAP Mystery Magnifiers

•

Grade 6: NAEP Soils

•

Grade 7: NAEP Powders

•

Grade 8: CASAP Rebound Ramp.
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Materials
Basic Measuring Equipment: Rulers,
Balances, StopWatch, MeterStick/Tape
Cylinders, Beakers, Thermometers

•

Useful: String, HotPlates, Gloves, Goggles,
Wood, Batteries, Magnifying Glasses, Etc..

•

ASSESSMENT/DATA K-5
•

Data on use of STC Kits shared with principals

•

STC Kits and units contain formative and summative assessments.
new K-3 curriculum units, draft UNH 4-6 units, and new 7-8
curriculum all include some formative and summative assessments.

•

Additional materials include materials from the NAEP test and the
CASAP test that have hands on labs with assessment questions. These
can also be used as formative assessment.

•

Embedded Tasks grades 3-8 (one per grade) contain summative
assessment reflection questions.

•

Other….

•

-Fifth Grade practice: Will be developed as part of the science full
court press to be used in January/February, CMT like assessment to be
reviewed with students.

•

-Additional CMT like assessments for STC units to be developed
during the year.

•

Assessment/Data 7-8
•

•

•

•

•

•

Embedded Tasks (one per grade) contain summative
assessment reflection questions.
Eighth Grade practice: Will be developed as part of the
science full court press to be used in January/February, CMT
like assessment to be reviewed with students.
Quarterly Assessments for grades 7-8 contain CMT-like
concept, inquiry, and open ended questions.
Data from last year is available at http://data and can be
reviewed per school, class, and student for quarter 1-4.,
Quarter 1 Fall 2007 is available
A comparative summary of 2006-2007 quarterly assessment
data is at
http://nhps.net/curriculum/science/test/assessdata.htm
(UN: Science PW Key)

Professional Development
STC kits have very complete teacher manuals as well as
training videos and other resources online
Oct 1 3 hour training on units given to classroom
teachers
4th grade unit on electricity through eeSmarts
5th grade unit on sound through UNH Physics
6th grade unit on soil/water with Urban Resources, including DigIn Embedded Tasks
•

MSP 06-07 Select Schools teachers trained in science content and in
science coaching . can coach other elementary teachers, especially in the use of
embedded tasks.

•

•
•

Summer 07 UNH Teacher Quality Partnership Grade

4, 5, 6 teachers were trained on four different units per grade, given
curriculum/lessons, as well as classroom sets of materials. They can assist
their peers in implementing the same units
Math Coaches: can be used to assist in the integration of science
with other curriculum areas

Science Department: Tarah Cherry is available to work with 4-6 grade
teachers to provide an overview of science standards and units, especially those
from the UNH program and STC Kits
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Professional Development

Misc (K-8)

Fifth Grade Jan 7,8
Reviewing the CMT outline/concepts
•
Providing an overview of the GEMS January light
kits
Reviewing experimentation skills, as shown in the
CatchIt! and PostIt note labs.
Reviewing sample CMT Science questions, scoring
and instructional strategies.
-------•

•
•

•

•

CIAs monthly for 7-8 teachers on a variety of topics.
Summaries of all professional development at
http://www.newhavenscience.org
Outside PD should also align to
standards/curriculum
Summer 08: UNH, QU, WISTR Teacher Quality
Grants plus Yale Programs

Science Fair May 13, 14, 15

✴

Communicate re new teachers

✴

outside programs meet standards

✴

What to look for:

Monitoring

HOTS in questioning, experimenting
Hands on, especially physical science, measuring,
doing (not textbook based)
TIME spent investigating
Vocab word building along with investigations, not
as stand alone
WRITING of explanations
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Learning Cycle (Engage before Explain)

Lesson Plans, Clear Objectives

✴

✴

Standards: Inquiry, Concepts

✴

Assess skills !

✴

High level Questioning

✴

Nurture curiosity

✴

Lab/Hands On Activities at least Weekly

✴

CONTACT Richard.Therrien@new-haven
.k12.ct.us
Richard.Therrien@new-haven.k12.ct.us

Attachments:

203-946-7933, 203-946-8664 (fax)
Cindy.Vieira@new-haven
.k12.ct.us
Cindy.Vieira@new-haven.k12.ct.us
203-946-2818 Science Resource Center

•

CMT 5,8 Plan

•

CMT 5, 8 Overview

•

Embedded Task Overview

•

Sample School Improvement Plan

•

Curriculum Overview with links

•

Curriculum Overview/Pacing Guide

•

Science Fair Timeline/Evaluation

•

Materials Recommendations 5/07 and NeoSci List

•

STC Kit Rotation 07-08

•

7th/8th Grade Quarterly Data 06-07

Resources, Presentations, Curriculum, Assessments, online:
www.newhavenscience.org
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